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ABSTRACT

Renewable energy has been massively promoted as one of the solutions for reducing emissions. With Paris Agreement targets and United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) commitments on the horizon, the need for critical materials that go into the making of renewable energy would increase fourfold to achieve the targets for below 2°C by 2040. Manganese mining is one of the key elements for innovative development of renewable energy. While low-carbon energy innovations are certainly needed, the sustainability aspects of mining must be taken into account in the search for raw materials. However, existing mining operations are alarming due to their social and environmental impacts. Taking the case study of Manganese mining in Manggarai District of East Nusa Tenggara (NTT) Province, Indonesia, this article highlights the social and environmental risks of seeking out the very materials that are needed for a renewable energy transition. The study examines how existing manganese mining operations are involved in water competition and social conflict with Manggaraian indigenous communities. Most of the springs communities use for drinking water and carrying out traditional rituals overlap with the mining permit area. Under the current law of Indonesia, those sites could be cleared anytime for mining. The current policy of Omnibus Law is to increase investments in renewable energy. Identified as the biggest source of manganese deposits in Indonesia, Manggarai District and other districts of NTT Province are likely to be targeted for new investments in mining. Although the water catchment area is protected by Indonesian law, the current mining law has no safeguards to protect the interests of local communities and the indigenous peoples. Therefore, it is important to strengthen safeguards and sustainability standards in the supply chain of renewable energy developments.
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BACKGROUND

Renewable energy is a global demand for a number of reasons. The two main causes of this demand are the depletion of fossil-based energy, and the need for clean energy to prevent further increase of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Moriarty & Honnery, 2016). However, as elaborated by several studies such as Ellabban et al. (2014) and Gielen et al. (2019), expanding renewable energy to the level of being a considerable competitor to fossil fuels requires an increase in market demand and more innovations in technology.

In terms of innovation, most of the renewable energy technologies including wind turbines, electric vehicles, and power grids rely on critical minerals such as copper, lithium, nickel, cobalt, and rare earth elements. However, similar to other minerals, these minerals are also non-renewable and will deplete in the future (Pyakurel, 2019). A recent report from the International Energy Agency (IEA, 2021) has seen a worrying trend of an enormous gap between the world demand for renewable energy versus the availability of supporting minerals. With Paris Agreement targets (UN, 2015a) and United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (UN, 2015b) commitments on the horizon, IEA highlighted the need for critical materials would increase fourfold to achieve the targets for below 2°C by 2040. The gamble at stake is thus to find new innovations which could be achieved in two tracts. In the immediate term is to develop a leapfrog innovation to unbind the world from its dependence on limited materials and onto more abundantly available materials. For the long run, the goal is to develop a new technology that is totally freed from non-renewable materials.

In aiming to expand innovations, a recent report (Herr et al., 2021) claimed that manganese (Mn) is the potential substitutive substance for iridium and ruthenium, which are key elements for luminescent materials and catalysts for converting sunlight into other forms of energy. It has an abundant stock in the earth’s crust, about 900,000 times more than iridium. In fact, its sizeable supply could reduce the market price compared to the two other materials. As IEA reports, the cost for renewable energy raw materials is significantly increasing, which is about 40–50% more costly than five years ago. Therefore, getting a cheaper material is a must in innovation and recent research (Mathew et al., 2020) suggests manganese could be one of them. Currently, manganese top producers such as China and South Africa (Palisade Research, 2017) have mainly used the material for an alloy in steel production.

On the current trajectory of producing renewable energy, manganese is already on the list of the main materials (IEA, 2021) of the technology along with other vital components. But research innovation (Leotaud, 2021) shows that manganese has been recently competing with nickel in terms of top research into innovative breakthroughs in renewable energy
technology. In addition, research of more than 40 years ago (Rankin & Childs, 1976) and more recently (Zarasvandi et al. 2018), have shown that manganese is one of the main carriers of rare earth elements which is needed for almost the entire component of renewable energy devices. Mining manganese therefore not only pulls out Mn components but also rare earth elements. Thus manganese is more strategic for materializing the target for renewable energy.

On the demand side, China is a leading country investing in renewable energy. According to Yang et al. (2016), since 2000, the country has been progressively developing clean energy and since 2010, its application has been growing at about 62.5% annually. While its renewable energy mix was only about 12.66% in 2019, (Ritchie & Roser, 2021) the trend shows China could aggressively aim to provide 60% renewable energy sources by 2050 (Yang et al., 2016).

Though renewable energy is a global call, the process to provide raw materials should be equally important to consider towards the goal of sustainability. Amartya Sen (2013) wrote that sustainability is a correlated means and ends where aiming for intergenerational justice should be reflected in the process of progressing human freedom. In this case, The Brundtland report (1987) more than 37 years ago had included a clear goal for a better future. The goal can be described as something we as human beings can all aspire to, which is a just social, ecological and economical life. However, defining means is much more complex as they cross a number of intersections. These include violating peoples’ rights, environmental justice, and the unequal access for future generations.

Mining in itself has a historical problem rooted in the extractive model of the economic system. It was passed on from an old version of an economic-political system with little guidance to sustainability (Laurence, 2011). Along with that is the ugly reputation (Lumbanrau, 2021) business-as-usual practices (JATAM, 2021), as well as a knowledge template (Rochmyaningsih, 2020) accompanying its performance. All of the baggage from the past cannot be immediately counted as sustainable as they lead to social conflict that could be prolonged for generations. For instance, the conflict between a nickel mining operation in Soroako in Sulawesi, Indonesia, and indigenous peoples in the area has lasted for over 50 years (Environmental Justice Atlas, 2019).

While there have been some changes over time (Andrews et al., 2017), the remnants from the previous generation is not easily eroded. Several cases of so-called “improvement” indicated that programs aiming to address social problems, especially corporate social responsibility (Frederiksen, 2019), on the contrary is hijacked by political elites. Thus, manganese mining should also be looked at from this perspective, alongside the reality that most of manganese mining is open pit (Downing, 2013).
A recent report on manganese mining operations in South Africa (Gonzalez & Ramsing, 2021) raised an alarming concern about the reality of manganese mining. Triggered by the market demand of ending products of manganese including renewable energy, miners in the country operated in poor standards, leading to human rights abuses and environmental damages. Furthermore, Dlamini et al. (2020) assessed 187 black South African manganese mine workers and found that parkinsonian indications were common and associated with estimated manganese exposure and poor quality of life.

**METHOD**

**Conceptual framework**

Social safeguards are a preventive mechanism or measure to avoid harm for the social aspects of communities (FAO, nd). There are a number of social safeguards promoted by international bodies, such as the World Bank, Asian Development Bank, and the International Fund for Agriculture Development. While several social safeguards are understood from the perspective of individual rights, for indigenous peoples it is culture that connects other dimensions (United Nations, n.d.). Therefore defining social safeguards includes building measures to do no harm in relation to traditions, spirituality, knowledge, land, and so forth.

Within a cultural identity, there is an interlinking between social and ecological values (Robbins, 2018). Discussing natural resources is not separate from social meaning. In fact, the harmonious tradition of indigenous peoples with nature is recognized in the report of the United Nations Secretary-General in the sixty-fifth session of the General Assembly (2010) under the title *Harmony with Nature*. In this document, the Secretary-General called for member states of the UN to approach sustainable development from a systems thinking or a holistic approach. It is learning from the rich indigenous traditions all around the world who emphasize the role of the earth as a mother.

Land and water are, therefore, not only defined into a physical substance but also in innate relationship with social values. For instance, in analyzing the water politics and identity in Andean communities, Boelens et al. (2010) describe that water is part of indigenous solidarity which is arranged in a cultural system which has historically survived, even in tough environmental and political challenges. In the case of the Wayúu people in Colombia, Ulloa (2020) elaborated their contestation against Cerrejón coal mine in La Guajira by defending the territory including water as part of their cultural identity. The territory for this group is not only physical, but more importantly includes a cultural existence to embody a
spirituality that reflects elements of social life of the community (Ullola, 2020).

Comparable definitions of water occurs in the indigenous peoples of the Murray-Darling Basin in Australia, where water value is in fact embedded with ecosystem services including cultural services, tradition, social norms, spatial arrangement, and land use (Bark et al., 2015). The Australian government took further steps to include a broader definition (Jackson, 2010) of water in their National Water Quality Management Strategy (NWQMS) (2018) to address water values from indigenous peoples in relation to culture and spiritual values.

The broader value of water can be seen in the way indigenous peoples react when it is disturbed. For instance, in the case of San Cristobal mining in Bolivia, water scarcity can be a latent conflict that will somehow revolt into manifest conflict. In fact, even when a mining conflict has successfully transformed into an inclusive dialogue, water remains a problematic issue (Elizalde & Cordova, 2017). At any time, it can be a pretext to fueling another conflict.

Scope of the Study

This research analyzes the mining allocation and land use of the indigenous peoples including the water springs, settlements, and farming lands. It identifies whether mining allocation respects the other land uses. The main focus is to analyze the area of the mining concession in relation to the water spring locations.

This research also shares narratives from the indigenous groups about the social processes taken by the companies before the operation. It expresses the village circumstances after mining started operations, including what could be the impact of mining on their water supply.

This analysis is also useful in terms of understanding the impact of Indonesia’s current ambitions of the Job Creation Law (JCL), especially in relation to the current Mining Law 3/2020. Under this law, the government uses an omnibus approach to complete significant changes across more than 70 laws affecting the areas of environment, spatial planning, investment, and conservation. The main aspect of this law is to give government a leeway to fulfill the macro target of development including energy security from renewable sources such as geothermal and hydropower.
Location

Figure 1. Manggarai Regency (District) in East Nusa Tenggara

Topography and Climate

Manggarai Regency is located on Flores Island, at coordinates 8° 36’ 45.72” S, 120° 27’ 45.36” E. Similar to Flores Island in general, this district has a hilly topography. The dominance of the morphology of the volcanic mountains stretches from the south to the central mountains of the island and the structural rocks of volcanic deposits fill the central mountains to the north and the karst region in the north.

This area has an average rainfall of 3,849 mm/year, more than the average rainfall in East Nusa Tenggara province which only reaches 1,164 mm/year (Mulyani et al., 2013). However, some of them are semi-arid areas that have rainfall below 1,000 mm/year. Therefore, the climatic variations in this area range from very dry climates to very wet climates.

The diverse climate, although generally relatively wet on average, allows for a more diverse use of agricultural land in Manggarai. Some farmers use the land to carry out active rice fields with two harvests in a year. Provincial statistical data records that 45% of active rice fields (30,561 hectares) which are harvested 2–3 times a year are in the Manggarai area (BPS–NTT, 2019). Most of the land use is allocated for agriculture in line with the majority of the population’s livelihood being farmers.
The people and land

The people of Manggarai are indigenous to the area with a long history of settlement. Some research on indigenous architecture in Manggarai traced the history of traditional architecture that has survived for 17 generations in the area (Lad, 2017). The Manggaraian people also continue to live with long traditions attached to beliefs, norms, and social structures that shape their daily attitudes towards land and territory.

One of the main dimensions of tradition is the significance of water and how it implicates land use within their system. The people of Manggarai have given meaning to water as a central cultural asset for their continuation of social existence. For instance, in many rituals or ceremonies of thanksgiving to the spirits for gratitude of good harvests, water is the central entity for every member of the community to respect (Makur, 2021). Moreover, as indicated by some results of participatory maps initiated by Badan Registrasi Wilayah Adat (BRWA, n.d.-a), or “Ancestral Domain Registration Agency”, an NGO-based initiative to document indigenous territory, the source of water and the surrounding ecosystem is guarded carefully by social regulations. There are cases where Manggarai people applied customary laws against transgression on water catchment areas and the transgressor was punished accordingly (BRWA, n.d.-b).

In terms of land cultivation, land management is done as an integrated part of conserving water by preserving forest cover in water spring areas and places that are sacred for traditions (Iswandono et al., 2016). The tradition also maintains the trees that are believed to protect the sustainability of the water supply from catchment areas. It is prohibited to chop down these trees and a heavy punishment applies when a member of the community breaks that prohibition. In fact, the overall tradition of the Manggaraian is to respect nature in a way that every intervention from humans to nature should initially ask consent from nature. This approach is symbolized through some forms of interactions such as sacrificing animals, offering chicken eggs, betel and betel nuts, traditional wine (arak), and so forth. Commonly, the rituals are executed in the areas where human activities are planning to operate. An intermediary communicates via a traditional mantra and will be given an answer in how to run the planned activities. Sometimes the answer received is “no.” If so, it should be enough to restrain people from carrying out any activities in the area.

Most of the land in Manggarai was communal land called lingko (Makur et al. 2019). The claim for lingko was erected through traditional battles and aforementioned rituals. The land used to be controlled by adat (customary) authority, who had extensive verbal knowledge on land boundaries. Most of the borders used to be documented in a map filed at the District Government Office. But the building was burned some years ago (Barron & Sharpe, 2005), resulting in losing the only written records of land boundaries in Manggarai.
Meanwhile, younger generations could not be relied upon for this history, as unlike their predecessors, they have no comparable memory to track the history of land. Today, the absence of oral and documented evidence has led to a conversion of a large amount of communal lands into individual assets.

The impact of individualizing land has significantly triggered massive communal land conflict in the area. As reported by the World Bank study (Barron et al., 2007), the area was one of the bloodiest land conflicts which cost lives and properties. Traditionally, when verbal dialogue is no longer trusted, documented evidence is needed to outline the final settlement. Since that evidence is gone, the only way to resolve the situation is through the last option of settlement that they call perang tanding, or “counter-war” in English. It is a physical duel to death as the resolution to determine who owns the land. This tradition has survived and lived on through to the modern era, especially when the formal system was not effective. In 2004, it was exacerbated to a structural (vertical) conflict with the government, due to a conservation program (Erb & Jelahut, 2007). In the name of conservation, local government led a large campaign to restore forests. Some areas with coffee plantations were designated to be cleared and replaced with forest trees. In resistance, four people were killed and hundreds of others left their coffee plantation and crops for fear of being hunted by forest guards and police.

Currently, local government recognizes the role of customary institutions by establishing some regulations. In East Manggarai Regency, local government has recognized the existence of the indigenous peoples through District Regulation No 1 of 2018, and the Manggarai Regency has also stipulated District Regulation No 1 of 2018 to make use of indigenous peoples-based dispute settlement. Although these policies could fill the gap of the lack of legal recognition, the conflict due to the mining operations has already been underway before these regulations were recognized.

Spatial planning for manganese mining

Similar to other districts in Indonesia, Manggarai Regency requires a spatial planning policy to regulate the land use allocation. The model used is to follow the uniform format provided by the National Spatial Planning policy (RTRWN) and based on the Spatial Planning Law 26/2007. One of the designations stipulated in the RTRWN is the allocation for mines. In this case, Manggarai Regency followed this policy.

In fact, Manggarai Regency has been familiar with mining policies since the 1980s when the allocation was first given to a mine manganese company in the subdistrict of Reo in the northern part of Manggarai (Regus, 2011). The authority to mine minerals at that time was generally given at the national level, but it could be delegated by the Minister to provincial
level (Article 3 of the *Basic Mining Law 11/1967*). After the enactment of Regional Autonomy, especially the version before 2014, mining authority was given to districts/regencies and municipalities. Therefore, mining business permits are granted during periods when the authority is still held by the Regent or Mayor.

In line with this authority, manganese exploration permits have been issued by the Regency Head of Manggarai (*Bupati* in Bahasa Indonesian) in several locations since 2007. Several companies have not continued exploration to the exploitation stage due to insufficient rock deposits. After 2009, some companies continued the process to the operating license stage. After 2010, the District Government issued 9 operational permits for manganese mining in the northern area of Manggarai Regency. Currently, there are 10 active manganese permits in the area, legally named as IUP (Mining Business License), with the majority operating until 2029.

The development of granting mining permits in Manggarai Regency is in line with regional developments at the provincial level. In a period of less than 10 years (2007–2014), districts in East Nusa Tenggara province issued 315 permits to mining companies, especially for manganese (Erb, 2016). This increasing trend can be understood in the context of the supply side of manganese in the province, which is the region with the largest manganese deposits in Indonesia. The Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (Supriadi et al., 2017) noted that 70% of Indonesia’s manganese reserves are in this area, and also highlighted that the best manganese quality that Indonesia has is from East Nusa Tenggara (KESDM, 2013). Statistically, the province is indeed the main producer of manganese mining in the country, with more than 92% of mining stock located here and approximately only about 46% of it is being utilized (Figure 2). In 2016, the national Geological Agency reported that East Nusa Tenggara has a capacity to produce manganese ore of more than 37 million tonnes, which is about 60% of national capacity (Supriadi et al., 2017).
Since 2018, in rushing to have ore processing domestically as required by the law, provincial governments have permitted a manganese company from Australia, PT Gulf Mangan Group, to build a smelter hub in Kupang, capital city of East Nusa Tenggara province. It plans to produce 22,000 TPA (Tonnes Per Annum) at the initial stage and could be increasing to over 200,000 TPA FeMn alloy (Gulf Manganese, 2017). The smelter will process the manganese ore supply from Putra Jaya Indonesia (Gulf Manganese, 2019) which is one of the manganese permit holders already operating on Timor Island of East Nusa Tenggara province (Khamyam, 2012). Putra Jaya also has a manganese ore washing smelter nearby its operation area in Timor Tengah Selatan district of the province.

While mining expansion was underway, a call for a moratorium was successfully accepted by the provincial government. However, the suspension was no more than a pause. It had no design of reform such as performance indicators, working criteria, and so on to improve the existing mining operation and limit the amount of mining areas. The provision in spatial planning law has the word “proportionality” as the criterion to determine the balance of land use allocation between protection and cultivation area. But it is still unclear how this criterion is defined, let alone becomes a working definition in reality.
Data collection

There are three layers of spatial data collection: the manganese permit, land cover, and water spring coordinates. Data on the manganese mining location were obtained from the manganese mining database from the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources: https://geoportal.esdm.go.id/indonesia-overview/. Land cover data were downloaded from national land cover annual updates from the Ministry of Environment and Forestry: https://nfms.menlhk.go.id/peta.

Data on water spring locations were taken from portraits using NoteCam (n.d.) application. The application is a camera app combined with GPS information (including latitude, longitude, altitude and accuracy), time, and comments. It was downloaded from Google Play Store and installed in a normal camera with Android operating system 10. The results were further clarified with village members regarding the name and the main function of the water sources.

The information on the loss of water springs and what might be the impact of mining were explored from interviews with the villagers. These views are subjective and by definition, social reactions are definitely not an ecological analysis. But collective subjective notions indicated that after mining began, there have been problems related to water. In addition, these testimonies were provided based on individual and communal memories of longer-term exposure to the local environment. It is therefore evidence that cannot be suddenly categorized as “not true”. Instead, they should be further explored, through additional academic study or even legal inquiries.
Data Analysis

Figure 3. Spatial analysis research on overlapping areas

The spatial analysis (Figure 3) has three main steps:

- Identification of the mining permit locations
- Overlay the mining permits and land use maps
- Overlay the mining permits and water spring locations

**Identification of mining permit locations**

Information for mining holders is selected by the name of company, area of operation, total size of permitted area, and permit validity period.

**Overlay the mining permit and land use**

There is a number of information on land use. Selected information that is taken particularly for this analysis is the use for forest cover, rice paddy fields, and settlements. While there is no participatory map from the indigenous peoples yet, the land use map from the government was said by community members to align with their daily use. These uses are the strategic area for indigenous peoples’ daily life and to exercise their cultural identities.

**Overlay the mining permit and water spring locations**

The information about water springs is in the form of spots. The permitted area for manganese mining is then evaluated against these spots, whether they overlap. Water is the most valuable ecological resources in the area, and the main function of the water source is clarified with the villagers into categories: drink water, cattle, irrigation, and ritual function. Some of these water springs fit into more than one function.
Defining unsustainable sources

The mining area that overlaps with one of the strategic uses of the indigenous peoples should be defined as an unsustainable source. Traditionally, the activities that are overlapping with the prohibited area are punished to stop the operation and pay traditional fines to apologize to the spirits for transgression. The function of punishment is not mainly to redress the ignorance of the perpetrators but to prevent the risk of anger from the spirits.

Moreover, the conflicting area of mining with land uses of indigenous peoples should be regarded as illegal (Table 1). The definition of illegality and punishable acts for these activities are defined by national laws. In general, the violations are set to be punished strongly, meaning that lawmakers identify these activities as clearly illegal and view them as a form of “moral treason” against public virtue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laws</th>
<th>Illega l activities</th>
<th>Sanctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water spring areas must be protected and should be defined as protected area (Land and Water Conservation Law 37/2014, Job Creation Law 11/2020)</td>
<td>● Mining, plantation, and other use that open and operate in water catchment areas.</td>
<td>Penal sanctions (3 years maximum of jail and fines of IDR 1 billion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Strongly prohibited to operate in water springs, pollute and damage the water springs</td>
<td>Administrative sanctions (permit revocation and legal status revocation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibited to mine in settlement areas (Land and Water Conservation Law 37/2014, Job Creation Law 11/2020)</td>
<td>● Overlapping with settlement areas</td>
<td>Penal sanctions (3 years maximum of jail and fines of IDR 1 billion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Claiming the settlement area without consent</td>
<td>Administrative sanctions (permit revocation and legal status revocation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Destroying villages, cultivation areas, and communal property</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice paddy fields are protected for sustainable livelihood (Job Creation Law 11/2020) Presidential Reg 59/2019 – Article 17)</td>
<td>Other land use should not replace rice paddy fields</td>
<td>Administrative sanctions (permit revocation, legal status revocation, rehabilitation of the area)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Result

Mining permits

The mining permits are located on the northern part of Manggarai Regency (Figure 4). Currently, it has 10 active manganese mining permits with a total area of about 4,940.73 ha (hectares). The validity period for most permits will expire in 2029. The majority of them were authorized to operate by the Bupati when districts/regencies and municipals still held authority to grant permits for mining. After 2020, a new mining law removed the mining permit authority from district/municipal level to the provincial level. Although the Bupati no longer has the authority, the permits they gave before 2020 are still valid for operation and could be extended under the new authority of the province after the period expires.

The permits are cut across karst areas of northern Manggarai which is valuable for water reserve areas. In 2016, Indonesia's Human Rights Commission suggested the government protect karst areas for its social, economic, and ecological functions. Karst ecosystems become prominent ecological factors in areas it regulates and reserves water, which is the key resource to fulfill peoples' rights to water (Komnas Ham, 2016).

Figure 4. Map of land cover and mining business licenses in northern Manggarai in 2020
Overlapping with land use

One of the 10 companies is a company that began operations on 14 May 2012 which will be completed by 14 May 2022. It is legally operated based on a permit from the Bupati of Manggarai through the decree SK/151/2012, with a total permit area of 1,043 ha. The company can apply for a permit extension for another 10 years or more, depending on the manganese deposits and consideration from the authority.

The permit area overlaps with the entire settlement of Ruis village and half of Rura village in the northern part of the permit. It also overlaps with primary dryland forest and dryland agriculture (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Land cover map of Ruis village area with mining license area of PT Nusa Energy Raya in Manggarai

Overlapping with rice paddy fields

Another striking feature of overlapping is with rice fields at the southern part of Ruis village, claimed by the permit decree as being part of the permitted manganese area of the company (Figure. 5). Currently, there is no precise data in numbers on the real size of overlapping areas, but the permit map shows clearly that it crosses over about a quarter of the rice field.
Overlapping with water springs

Similar to other strategic uses for indigenous peoples, water spring spots are also identified within the mining permit boundaries. Of 10 identified water springs, three are located precisely within permitted areas (Figure 6). The residents of Ruis outlined that one of these springs has significant meaning for their cultural identity as it is the main location for villagers to organize water-related rituals. In another village of Robek, the residents said that after mining began, well water turned black, smelly and tasted of “strangling inside the neck” when people drank it. The villagers suspected a serious intrusion of pollutants from dynamite explosions from the mining operation nearby. The water became normal when the mining operation was slowing down. In spite of that, the women in particular worried that people would potentially become sick due to water consumption.

In the village of Gincu, there is a water spring named “Wae Bar” that used to produce large volumes of water. It became smaller and smaller when mining started operations. But people keep accessing it regularly as it is the only water source within reach for villagers. They bring large containers to collect water and use it for a couple of days.

Other water sources are quite far from the mining operations. However, some of them are positioned lower than the mining areas. People are afraid the water flow would be at risk of contaminants and other kinds of impacts. Although this information has been conveyed to the government, there is no indication to identify the cause of the problems. Environmental activists from the Franciscan group JPIC (Justice Peace and Integrity of Creation) posted information online to generate awareness and responses to this situation (Dulmin, 2020).
4. ACCELERATING JUST REGIONAL ENERGY TRANSITION

Figure 6. Map of water spring locations and mining permit areas in northern Manggarai

Supply chains

The statistical data from 2011 and 2015 indicated that most of the manganese products from East Nusa Tenggara were exported to China (Figure 7). The main business of these companies is steel and iron manufacturing, although a few have also diversified the products for ferroalloys which include batteries. Some are broker companies that connect the raw materials to other demands. Most of the importing companies put their name on mineral freight that is recorded by the Indonesian government, but only few of them have a public website or digital profile.

However, there is no available data regarding the direction of supply chains (traceability) from East Nusa Tenggara to China regarding the flow of products from mining companies, exporters and importers. The data provides aggregate information by region. It is not clear yet where each of the mines send the ore or other processing products of manganese. Moreover, updated data is not publicly available after 2015.
Figure 7. Number of manganese export companies from East Nusa Tenggara (NTT) compared with other provinces (Non-NTT).

Source: Government Statistic on Coal and Mineral 2015

DISCUSSION

Besides the contradiction to the indigenous peoples’ value of space, overlapping areas of mining permits have some legal implications. As illustrated in Table 1, overlaps with a settlement, land for food security, and water springs are categorized as serious illegalities that could be punished. Most of these provisions are maintained by the Job Creation Law of 2020.

In line with illegal definitions, overlapping operations with primary dryland forests could reduce the primary forest area. This is due to the fact that manganese operations are open pit. In contrast, Indonesia has been committed to the Paris Agreement of reducing emissions from forest and land use sources. The existing operations and potential extensions of the permits would implicate this commitment.

Another national commitment is food security and access to clean water which are reflected in national documents regarding the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). One of the targets is that by 2020, governments protect and restore ecosystems related to water resources, including mountains, forests, wetlands, rivers, groundwater, and lakes (Bappenas, n.d.-a). The target is wide enough to include karst areas where most of the mining operates. Far from protecting the source, water access remains the main challenge for East Nusa Tenggara. It is an extra effort for government to achieve the target given the province’s natural landscape is dryland. Currently, East Nusa Tenggara’s performance index for the SDG of access to water is one of the lowest (second last) compared to other provinces (Bappenas, n.d.-b). It is hard to project how
this province will fulfill this objective when its development trajectory is to welcome large expansions of mining in each island. In fact, pressure for expansion in Flores Island (where Manggarai Regency is located) is not as much as on Timor Island, the other island part of East Nusa Tenggara province. In the last decade, a big portion of mining permits were sold for Timor Island. Market presence stimulated small scale mines to dig up any possible spots rampantly (Fisher et al., 2019). For most of the indigenous peoples, they received nothing besides land and environmental conflict since the miners started mining other people’s land without permission (Environment Justice Atlas, 2020; Fisher et al., 2019).

Obviously, crucial impacts would also be called out for the social dimensions of land use. Since the settlement area of Ruis and other villages also overlaps with mining licenses (IUPs), it may be possible for the permit to run operations into the kampong, or village itself. Any implications should be listed in the projections, considering the lack of information regarding the working areas of these operations. Therefore, other places on the list that have cultural significance such as sites for rituals, cemeteries, and social facilities could also be potentially excavated now or tomorrow. The precedent for such an unethical act occurred in several places like East Kalimantan province where mining in cemeteries have been investigated (Koran Kaltim, 2018).

Clearly, a number of indigenous groups call for a stop to mining in the area. It is expected that local residents would express feelings of negativity towards mining. Furthermore, this is also a latent conflict that could at any time explode, as has happened in the history of the Manggaraians. Varied legal definitions are also a sign that some of the legal requirements might not be consistently implemented in mining operations, with the contested areas of spatial allocations already an indication of violations. All of these indications are examples of what may be perceived to define the unsustainability of manganese operations from this area.

However, with regards to the mining operations, mining law is generally different. By the definition of mining law, permit areas are under the control of the permit holder. Therefore, within the area, the permitted company can run the operation for the purpose of permit implementation. *Mining Law 3/2020* Article 36 clearly says that “the permit holder of IUP may carry out part or all of the exploration and production activities of mining.” Exploration activities include general investigation, exploration, and feasibility studies, while production activities could include construction, mining, processing and/or refinement or development and/or utilization, as well as transportation and sales.

In terms of the period of operation, the IUP holder is given 20 years duration of operation. It can apply for an extension twice for another 10 years each time. However, there is a change in legal terms that may implicate the procedure of extension. Before 2020, the terms used in the provision of the *Mineral and Coal Mining Law 4/2009* was “can.” It means an option,
whether to continue or not, based on certain conditions. Under the current law of 2020, the extension is guaranteed if the miners are in accordance with the regulations. Although an alignment with the regulations could be seen as conditions, in reality those words are merely administrative. It means that the company may only carry out paperwork rather than field verification like it used to. Therefore, some activists raise their objections on this provision (Ekuatorial, 2020).

Following this provision is a punishable act for those who are considered to have disturbed mining activities. Article 162 of the mining law says: “Anyone who hinders or interferes with the activities of the mining business of those who own IUP, IUPK, IPR, or SIPB and has met the legal requirements of Article 136 paragraph (2) shall be subject to a maximum imprisonment of 1 (one) year or a maximum fine of IDR 100,000,000 (one hundred million rupiah).” This provision is threatening for indigenous peoples who feel injustice and seek redress. Simply put, this provision protects the mining operation from any protest, blockade and so on. In fact, the provision has been applied many times to protesters, especially environmental activists (WALHI, n.d.). It is a move called by human rights groups as “criminalization” (Jong, 2018).

At the same time, the lawmakers require all grievances and complaints be addressed through the formal justice system. According to the mining law (Article 145), those who are directly impacted by mining operations are entitled to compensation due to the wrongdoing of the company in implementing mining activities. The compensation procedure is regulated in accordance to the regulations. The same article also says that adjudication procedures are provided to claim for the loss for the illegal operation of the company.

Despite possibilities to use the justice system, these provisions undermine the fact that most of the mining cases for community justice have failed in the court. Therefore, while the procedure is sometimes exercised to seek justice, environmental lawyers do not expect to win (Jong, 2021). Moreover, what is defined as environmental cases in the court are mainly forestry-related cases which is unfavorable for indigenous peoples (Syarifah et al., 2020). Many so-called “criminals” in these cases are the indigenous peoples who are considered as illegal occupants of forest areas (Wijaya, 2016). This is one of the concerns that the Alliance of Indigenous Peoples of the Archipelago (AMAN) raised in 2017 to the universal periodic review mechanism regarding Indonesia's five-year performance on human rights (UPR Info, 2017).

The need for good practice for mining is actually recognized by the government. It is literally stated in the Ministerial Decision of the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources No. 1827 K/30/MEM/2018 about the guidance for good mining practice. It is suggested for miners to apply good mining techniques including the analysis of river capacity, hydrology,
hydrogeology, geological structure, and lithology that would be potentially affected by mining operations. It also refers to some other standards to apply in the case where national laws are not as fully developed. For instance, the earthquake coefficient is referred to in SNI (Indonesia’s National Standard) 1726:2012 and cyanide application uses the International Cyanide Management Code.

However, the mining ministry has no further elaboration on how the social dimensions of mining should be addressed. Under the current pressure of a post-pandemic economic recovery, it seems that government will continue to park social questions behind economic priorities. This objective is boosted by the current omnibus law or Job Creation Law 11/2020 (JCL). A couple of regulatory leniencies are provided by this law to pave the way for investment. The most controversial one is the repeal of environmental permits.

Before this law, an investment required an environmental impact assessment (EIA) as an environmental permit prior to having a clearance permit to operate. Without it, a business had no legal right to run the activities. Under the JCL, a company only needs to apply for a business permit to go. Although the EIA is still necessary, its status is downgraded to a study that will be integrated into a business permit. The impact is obvious, that the environmental impact projections cannot immediately prevent a business from getting a business permit to operate. The worst scenario is that the environmental assessment can be ignored to welcome the company to invest. A number of NGOs have strongly opposed the scenario of the JCL as it is projected to be highly risky for the environment (Jong, 2020).

One of the priorities of JCL is to support the implementation of energy projects that were postponed mainly due to overlapping with conservation areas (Richter, 2011). In fact, JCL was designed to accelerate the renewable energy projects (Guild, 2020), including domestic nickel mining (PwC, 2020). Therefore, it is inevitable that although most of the implementing framework is not yet available, JCL is already an impetus for speeding up renewable energy projects on the ground. As a result, mass protests from communities is underway, including in West Manggarai Regency where a project for geothermal energy is being cleared to operate (Dagur, 2021).

Given this trend, mining for raw materials for renewable energy should be globally discussed to define criteria about the traceability of the source. It includes the involvement of market players to develop the parameters of social, environmental, and economic sustainability.
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